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Supplementary material

1. Estimating differences in space clamp & dendritic
filtering, in modes of exocytosis & endocytosis and in
RRP size in Control and CLi neurons

1.1 Extent of dendritic filtering and space clamp seen in
Control and CLi neurons

To rule out the effect of differences in the distance from
soma of the synapses and space clamp problems on the
current amplitudes measured in both conditions (control
and CLi), plots of the half rise time–amplitude and half rise
time–τdecay were compared (supplementary figure 1.1 and
S1.2) (Spruston et al. 1993; Zhou and Hablitz 1997) for
differences in the slope and correlation values. Inferences
about dendritic filtering and space clamp effect from the rise
time–amplitude and rise time–decay are bound with limita-
tions (Spruston et al. 1993). However, we have incorporated
the data to check for gross differences among the groups.
(Supplementary figure 1.1 gives the averaged R and slope
values (for n neurons), while supplementary figure 1.2 gives

values for the pooled mEPSC data from all neurons in both
groups.)

The mean R values and the slope values obtained at
−70 mV by averaging over 17 control and 24 CLi neurons
was higher (supplementary figure 1.1C and D, than the
values obtained by fitting the pooled data, shown in
supplementary figure 1.2A and C. At +50 mV not much
difference was seen between the pooled and averaged indi-
vidual R and slope values.

A positive correlation between half rise time and am-
plitude was seen only at +50 mV in both control and
CLi. Half rise time was positively correlated with τdecay at
both the holding voltages. However, they (R and slope
values) were not significantly different between control
and CLi (supplementary figure 1.1C and D). Thus, al-
though both space clamp and dendritic filtering problems
existed, one cannot ascribe the decrease in amplitudes at
+50 mV in the case of chronic lithium-treated neurons to
errors associated with space clamp and dendritic filtering
alone.
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Supplementary figure 1.1. Space clamp and dendritic filtering properties, at −70 mV and +50 mV holding potentials, are
similar in pyramidal neurons of control and chronic lithium-treated (CLi) hippocampal dissociated cultures. Cumulative
frequency histogram of mEPSC amplitude for control (black lines) and chronic lithium-treated (grey lines) neurons at (A)
−70 mV and (B) +50mV holding voltages. The numbers in the plot indicate the number of events in the different groups
recorded from the number of neurons indicated in the bar diagrams in (C) and (D) (black bar for control and grey bar for CLi);
C(a) and C(b): the mean correlation R value and the mean slope values obtained by linear fit in half rise time-amplitude plots
at the two VH; D(a) and D(b): mean correlation R value and the mean slope values obtained by fitting the half rise time-τdecay
plots at the two VH (black data points – control and grey data points – CLi). (* indicates significance at p<0.05 and ns
indicates non-significance at p>0.05 with unpaired t-test) (ms′ – half rise time; ms – τdecay. )

�Supplementary figure 1.2. The rise time–amplitude and rise time–τdecay plots obtained from pooled data. (A–D) The
correlation for half rise time (R50) –amplitude plots were higher at +50 mV (B and D) than at −70 mV (A and C). The
correlations for half rise time–τdecay plots (E) control −70 mV, (F) control +50 mV, (G) CLi −70 mV and (H) CLi +50 mV
were not very different. Total events denoted by # (Pearson’s correlation significance at two-tailed p-values; p<0.05 was
taken as significant (*); p>0.05 was taken as non-significant (ns)).





1.2 Basic modes of exocytosis are not affected in lithium-
treated cultures

Rate of dye loss from vesicles is influenced by the extent of
solvent access and their membrane dissociation constants
(Richards et al. 2005). Boutons in hippocampal neurons
are known to show two modes of exocytosis, kiss and run
and full collapse (Richards et al. 2005). The rate of dye loss
through kiss and run mode of exocytosis is slower than that
in full collapse exocytosis (Richards et al. 2005). Since the
rate of destaining was slower in CLi it is possible that kiss
and run becomes the prevalent mode of exocytosis in CLi.
To understand the effect of lithium on the two modes of
exocytosis, % boutons showing single step destaining event
(full collapse) and multi-step destaining event (kiss and run)
were quantified in minimal loading experiments (Richards

et al. 2005). Boutons were minimally loaded with 25 mM
KCl solution and then allowed to destain in 12 mM KCl
solution. The % of boutons showing destaining in single step
or multistep and the number of failures (boutons which did
not destain during image acquisition period) were counted
for control and CLi cultures. The % non-destaining, single-
step and multi-step events in control were 21.10±5.28, 21.68
±5.12 and 57.19±8.32 respectively. CLi had 30.11±7.76,
23.41±1.02, 44.73±6.89 % non-destaining, single-step and
multi-step events respectively (supplementary figure 1.3C).
Significant differences were not seen in the % of multi-step,
single-step events or non destaining events in control and
CLi boutons. This indicates that modes of exocytosis are
similar in control and CLi and the difference in rate of
destaining is not because of preponderance of one mode
over the other.

Supplementary figure 1.3.Minimum loading experiments reveal similarities in single or multistep destaining in Control and
CLi. (A) Ensemble average of destaining of 100 boutons in a set (loading 10 μM FM1-43 in 25 mM KCl modified tyrode
solution, 120 s) ; (B) representative destaining profiles seen in individual boutons from the set; (C) percentage of boutons
showing no destaining (during period of acquisition)/ single/ multistep destaining profiles in control and CLi cultures (5 sister
sets, 500 boutons in both conditions), (* significant at p<0.05 and ns (non-significant) at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test);
(D) initial fluorescence of boutons loaded with 25 mM KCl (Min load) and 90 mM KCl (Max load); (E) overlay of
fluorescence drops in unstimulated (for noise) and stimulated (12 mM KCl) traces; the reference line at −2.5 units indicates
the threshold used for counting exocytotic events; in the presence of 12 mM KCl the number of small amplitude and large
amplitude events goes up (pooled control data, 200 events from 2 sets); (F) histogram of pooled fluorescence drops in
exocytotic events shows existence of two populations – small amplitude ones could be fit with a monoexponential curve and
the high amplitude events with a guassian curve (pooled control data, 100 events from 2 sets). These results (E and F) are in
agreement with reports in Richards et al. 2005.



1.3 Clathrin mediated endocytosis is not affected
in lithium-treated cultures

The initial fluorescence of boutons was smaller in CLi
compared to control indicating changes in endocytosis.
Vesicles undergoing full-collapse have to be retrieved by
endocytosis. Clathrin mediated endocytosis (CME) is a
major mode of vesicle recycling (Jung and Haucke 2007).
Bulk endocytosis (BE) is activated under very strong stim-
ulation conditions (Clayton et al. 2008). Kiss and run mode
occurs independent of CME (Palfrey and Artalejo 1998).
Thus, the effect of the disruption of CME would give
insights into the differences in endo/exocytotic pathways
in control and CLi boutons. The cultures were treated with
chlorpromazine and then FM1-43 experiments were carried
out. Chlorpromazine inhibits CME (Jung and Haucke
2007). Treatment with 100 μM chlorpromazine for 30 min
(Kodavanti et al. 2005) significantly brought down the %
destaining in both control and CLi (supplementary figure
1.4C). Destaining in control and CLi decreased to similar
extent (in %) 53.59±6.59 and 38.38±12.85 respectively
(statistically not significant) (supplementary figure 1.4E).
Thus, CME repopulates the recycling pool for exocytosis
similarly in both control and CLi. The rate of destaining

was also not significantly affected by chlorpromazine treat-
ment (supplementary figure 1.4G and H). Since not much
difference is seen with chlorpromazine treatment on the
extent or rate of destaining, the mode of exocytosis seems
to be similar in both control and CLi (supported by results
of minimum loading experiment). If more vesicles in CLi
boutons underwent kiss and run mode of exocytosis, the
destaining seen in them would be less sensitive to treat-
ments which affect CME, which is not the case as seen in
chlorpromazine experiments.

The major difference, in response to chlorpromazine treat-
ment, seen in CLi and control was in the initial fluorescence
of boutons, indicating a major difference in the way dye is
taken up/endocytosed in CLi. Initial fluorescence was sig-
nificantly lowered in both control and CLi (supplementary
figure 1.4D); however, CLi boutons were affected less (7.04
±8.40 % decrease) compared to control (27.16±3.67 % de-
crease) (supplementary figure 1.4F). Decrease in initial fluo-
rescence values with chlorpromazine in control indicates the
reduction due to block of clathrin mediated endocytosis, the
decrease is however less in CLi-treated synaptic boutons,
suggesting that dye uptake in CLi can proceed in the absence
of CME, using a compensatory endocytic pathway indepen-
dent of CME.





1.4 Hyperosmotic treatment boosts dye uptake
and destaining in CLi (Recyc II)

Hyperosmotic exposure did not cause significant differences
in rate of destaining, fig 6 (main text) and S1.5. Control
Recyc I+Hyp exp τfast was 5.77±0.73 s and τslow was 40.56
±9.81 s while CLi Recyc I+Hyp exp τfast was 6.81±0.73 s
and τslow was 39.97±9.31 s, fig 6E and F.

Recyc II control boutons treated with hyperosmolar solu-
tion (Recyc II+Hyp exp) had the fluorescence intensity of
143.95±1.19 (−0.74 % change over Recyc I) (supplementary

figure 1.5 C, not singnificantly different. The % destaining
was significantly different (20.12±0.28 (7.29 % change over
Recyc I) (supplementary figure 1.5 D).

Recyc II+Hyp exp, CLi boutons had the following
fluorescence intensity 155.48±1.22 (15.22 % increase)
(supplementary figure 1.5C, and % destaining 23.55±0.29
(13.33 % increase) (supplementary figure 1.5D).

Control Recyc II+Hyp exp τfast was 11.65±3.93 s and
τslow was 41.05±8.75 s while CLi Recyc II+Hyp exp τfast
was 10.45±2.62 s and τslow was 33.36±4.28 s (supplementa-
ry figure 1.5 E and F).

�Supplementary figure 1.4. Chlorpromazine treatment affects the fluorescence of boutons in control cultures more than CLi
cultures. (A) Overlaid mean destaining profiles of control boutons with and without chlorpromazine (chlor) treatment (
100 μM , 30 min at 37°C); (B) overlaid mean destaining profiles of CLi boutons with and without chlorpromazine treatment (
100 μM , 30 min at 37 °C); Chlorpromazine treatment affects destaining (C), and fluorescence of boutons (D) in both control
and CLi, (E) effect of chlorpromazine on destaining is not significantly different between control and CLi cultures; (F) effect
of chlorpromazine on fluorescence of boutons is significantly different between control and CLi cultures and higher for
control; effect of chlorpromazine treatment on (G) τfast and (H) τslow is not significantly different for control and CLi. (*
significant at p<0.05 and ns (non-significant) at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test) (5 control and CLi sister cultures, 500
boutons in untreated condition and 100 boutons in treated condition).



Supplementary figure 1.5. Recyc-II-loaded boutons in lithium-treated cultures show significant enhancement in fluores-
cence and destaining when exposed to hypersosmotic solution as opposed to the control boutons (Recyc II+Hyp exp).
Protocol schema given on top (destaining experiments were done after 2 min exposure to hyperosmotic solution); (A)
overlaid mean destaining profiles of control Recyc I FM1-43 loaded boutons without hyperosmotic stimulation on Recyc II
with hyperosmotic stimulation; (B) overlaid mean destaining profiles of CLi Recyc I FM1-43 loaded boutons without
hyperosmotic stimulation on CLi Recyc II FM1-43 loaded boutons with hyperosmotic stimulation; (C) control Recyc II+ Hyp
exp boutons showed lower destaining than control Recyc I boutons which were not exposed to hyperosmotic solution
whereas CLi Recyc II+ Hyp exp boutons showed a significantly higher destaining than the CLi Recyc I ones not exposed to
hyperosmotic solution; (D) fluorescence of CLi Recyc II loaded boutons was also significantly enhanced when exposed to
hyperosmotic solution, fluorescence of control Recyc II loaded boutons was not affected; (E) and (F) kinetics of destaining
were not significantly different from I stimulus loading experiments. (Data from 6 sister-sets of control and CLi for II
stimulus load). (* significant at p<0.05 and ns- non-significant at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test) (5 sister sets for control
and CLi in Recyc II+Hyp exp experiments; 500 boutons each).



2. Mimicking the effect of CLi treatment on AMPAR
mEPSCs by inhibiting PKA, GSK-3β and Glutamate
reuptake

2.1 Introduction

Lithium has many molecular targets in a neuron (Phiel and
Klein 2001), of which PKA and GSK-3β have received
major attention in the study of the effect of lithium on
glutamatergic synapses (Du et al. 2008; O’Brien et al.
2004). By inhibiting these molecules in a manner similar to
CLi, their role in AMPAR expression was examined to
establish whether their inhibition brings about effects similar
to CLi on AMPAR mEPSCs. Lithium also inhibits glutamate
reuptake (Tzingounis and Wadiche 2007). The role of glu-
tamate in the modulation of AMPAR expression is also not
clearly known. Recent study has indirectly implicated its role
in modulating RI of AMPAR in mature synapses (Plant et al.
2006). Since the decrease in RI was an important observa-
tion, the role of glutamate in AMPAR expression was also
looked at indirectly by inhibiting its reuptake. It was found
that PKA, GSK-3β and glutamate reuptake play important
roles in modulating AMPAR expression in developing syn-
apses. However, individually they could not bring about
effects on AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs similar to lithium
treatment. Co-inhibition, however, led to effects similar to
that brought about by lithium.

2.2 Drug treatment protocols

For experiments with GSK-3β inhibition, the GSK-3β inhib-
itor SB415286 was added to the 4 DIV cultures at the final
concentration of 10 μM and the treatment was continued for
6 days (SB415286 will be referred to as SB henceforth). For
experiments with PKA inhibition, the PKA inhibitor H-89
was added to the 4 DIV cultures at the final concentration of
2 μM and the treatment was continued for 6 days. For double
inhibition experiments, H-89 (2 μM) and SB (10 μM) were
added to the culture on DIV 4 and the treatment was carried
out for the next 6 days (H89+SB). Two different protocols
were followed for THA (DL-threo-β-Hydroxy-Aspartic-Ac-
id, the inhibitor of glutamate reuptake transporters)

treatment- THA acute and THA recovery. For THA acute,
the cultures were exposed to 150 μM of THA for 24 h on
DIV 10/11. After allowing for one day recovery, the elec-
trophysiology experiments were done. For THA recovery
treatment experiments, the cultures were exposed to
150 μM THA for 24 h on DIV 4 and then the cultures were
allowed to recover until the electrophysiology experiments
were conducted on DIV 10-15. For the double inhibition
experiments with THA (THA+H89 and THA+SB), 150 μM
THA and H-89 (2 μM) or SB (10 μM) were added to the
culture on 4th day and after 24 h the complete medium was
replaced with media containing either 2 μM H-89 (for
THA+H89) or 10 μM SB (for THA+SB) and maintained
for next 5 days in the presence of the drug. For triple
inhibition experiments (THA+H89+SB), 150 μM THA and
H-89 (2 μM) and SB (10 μM) were added to the culture on
4th day and after 24 h the complete medium was replaced
with media containing 2 μM H-89 and 10 μM SB and
maintained for next 5 days in the presence of these drugs.
Whenever the medium was changed during the span of
treatment fresh drug of required concentration was added
to the culture medium.

2.3 Results

2.3.1. Effect of PKA inhibition on AMPAR mEPSCs

To study the effect of PKA inhibition, the cultures were
treated with H-89, a PKA inhibitor (2μM, from DIV4-10).
The mean AMPAR mEPSC amplitude of H-89-treated neu-
rons was significantly lower than that of control, it was 20.45
±0.52 pA (supplementary figure 2.1A). Supplementary fig-
ure 2.1 B shows a sample raw trace of the recordings. The
AMPAR mEPSC kinetics were not significantly different
from control. The mean half rise time was 0.73±0.04 ms
and mean τ decay was 3.66±0.38 ms (supplementary figure
2.1 C and D). The frequency of events was not significantly
higher than that of control. The mean frequency was 1.26
±0.32 Hz (supplementary figure 2.1E). The RI was signifi-
cantly higher than control at 2.22±0.18 (supplementary fig-
ure 2.1F). The ranges of RI obtained in control and H-89-
treated neurons is shown in supplementary figure 2.1F(ii).



2.3.2. Effect of GSK-3β inhibition on AMPAR mEPSCs

GSK-3β is inhibited by the drug SB415286 (SB). The mean
AMPAR mEPSC amplitude of SB-treated neurons (10μM,
from DIV4-10) was not significantly lower than control, it
was 25.44±0.94 pA (supplementary figure 2.2A). However,

the medians were significantly different; 21.36 and 19.53
pA for control and SB-treated neurons respectively.
Supplementary figure 2.2B shows the raw trace of the record-
ings from SB-treated neurons. There were some very huge
events with slow rise time and decay time (supplementary
figure 2.2 B*). The kinetics of the events in SB-treated neurons

Supplementary figure 2.1. Effect of long term PKA inhibition (H-89 treatment) on AMPAR mEPSCs. (A) H-89
treatment (2 μM, from DIV 4 for 6 days) significantly reduces the mean AMPAR mEPSCs (recorded in presence of TTX,
APV and Picrotoxin, holding voltage −70 mV) in pyramidal shaped neurons of hippocampal cultures; numbers inside the bars
indicate the number of events in each group recorded from the number of neurons indicated in F; (B) sample raw traces of the
recordings; (C) the rise time is not significantly different in H-89-treated neurons as well as the decay time shown in (D); D
inset) overlayed traces of normalized average AMPAR mEPSCs in control and H-89-treated neurons (black trace for control
and gray for H-89 treated); (E) the frequency is higher but not significantly different in the H-89-treated neurons; (F)
rectification index of H-89-treated and control neurons, (numbers inside the bars indicate the number of neurons in each
group): (F(i)) overlay of average mEPSCs in H-89-treated neurons at −70 mV and +50 mV holding voltages (black trace for
−70 mV and gray for +50 mV); (F(ii)) histogram of rectification indices of control and H-89-treated cultures (* significant at
p<0.05, ** significant at p<0.01 and ns (non-significant) at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test).



were not significantly different from control. The mean half
rise time of normalized events was 0.75±0.03 ms and the τ
decay was 3.88±0.42 ms (supplementary figure 2.2C and D).
The frequency of events was also not significantly different
from control; the mean frequency was 0.53±0.09 Hz
(supplementary figure 2.2E). The mean RI of the SB-

treated neurons was 1.38±0.15 (supplementary figure 2.2
F), not significantly lower than control; however the me-
dians were significantly different 1.68 and 1.14, control
and SB respectively. The ranges of RI obtained in control
and SB-treated neurons is shown in supplementary figure
2.2F(ii).

Supplementary figure 2.2. Effect of long term GSK-3β inhibition (SB415286 (SB) treatment) on AMPAR mEPSCs. (A) SB
treatment (10 μM, from DIV 4 for 6 days) significantly reduces the median AMPAR mEPSCs (recorded in presence of TTX,
APV and Picrotoxin, holding voltage −70 mV) in pyramidal shaped neurons of hippocampal cultures, numbers inside the bars
indicate the number of events in each group recorded from the number of neurons indicated in E and F; (B) sample raw traces of
the recordings; * expanded view of the highlighted event in the raw trace, note the high amplitude, slow rise and decay times of
the event ; (C) the rise time is not significantly different in SB-treated neurons as well as the decay time shown in (D); D inset)
overlaid traces of normalized average AMPAR mEPSCs in control and SB-treated neurons (black trace for control and gray for
SB treated); (E) the frequency is not significantly different in the SB-treated neurons; (F) rectification index of SB-treated and
control neurons, (numbers inside the bars indicate the number of neurons in each group); (F(i)) overlay of average mEPSCs in
SB-treated neurons at −70 mV and +50 mV holding voltages (black trace for −70 mV and gray for +50 mV); (F(ii)) histogram of
rectification indices of control and SB-treated cultures (Since the data did not pass Kolmogorov-Smirnov-normality test, non
parametric test was used. * significant at p<0.05 and ns (non-significant) at p>0.05 by Mann–Whitney test).



2.3.3. Effect of glutamate reuptake inhibition on AMPAR
mEPSCs

Acutely, lithium has been shown to inhibit glutamate reup-
take while chronically it upregulates and stabilizes the glu-
tamate reuptake (Dixon and Hokin 1998). Neuronal cultures
exposed to lithium might thus experience a transient increase
in glutamate in the initial periods of treatment. THA (DL-
threo-β-Hydroxy-Aspartic-Acid, the inhibitor of glutamate
reuptake transporters) was used to study the effect of gluta-
mate reuptake inhibition. Two protocols for glutamate reup-
take inhibition were used which will be referred to as THA
acute and THA recovery (see section 2.2). THA acute neu-
rons had significantly lower mean mEPSC amplitude, 20.16
±0.54 pA (supplementary figure 2.3A). The mean rise time
was not significantly different (0.73±0.05 ms) and the τ decay

was significantly faster (2.17±0.3 ms) than control (supple-
mentary figure 2.3C and D). The frequency of events, 0.54
±0.07 Hz, was not significantly different from control (sup-
plementary figure 2.3E). The RI was 1.34±0.16, significant-
ly lower than control (supplementary figure 2.3F). The mean
amplitude of events in THA recovery were also significantly
smaller, 20.43±0.57 pA; the kinetics were not significantly
different from control events, mean half rise time was 0.73
±0.04 ms and the mean τ decay was 2.79±0.23 ms. The fre-
quency of events was 2.12±0.55 Hz, significantly higher than
the control frequency. The mean RI was 2.22±0.37 (supple-
mentary figure 2.3 F. The ranges of RI obtained in control and
THA acute and THA recovery neurons are shown in supple-
mentary figure 2.3 G (i and ii).

2.3.4. Effect of double and triple inhibitions on AMPAR
mEPSCs

It is possible that during treatment, lithium inhibits all of
these molecules simultaneously. Thus, double inhibition and
triple inhibition experiments were carried out with the above
inhibitors and changes in AMPAR mEPSC events were
recorded and analyzed.

With co-treatment of cultures with H-89 and SB
(H89+SB), the following was observed- mean RI was not
significantly different from control, 1.62±0.15; the ampli-
tudes were significantly lowered, 21.97±0.42 pA; mEPSC
kinetics were faster but not significantly different from con-
trol (in ms; half rise time 0.74±0.06; τ decay 2.4±0.14);
mEPSC frequency was also not significantly different from
control, 1.25±0.48 Hz (supplementary figure 2.4A–F).

Next, double inhibition experiments with THA treatment
were carried out (for all the co-inhibition experiments with
THA, treatment at DIV 4 was carried out in the presence of
the other inhibitor and then maintained in the presence of the
other inhibitor, see section 2.2).

When THA (DIV 4)-treated cultures were maintained in
presence of H-89 (THA+H89); the following changes were
observed - mean RI was not significantly different from con-
trol, 1.65±0.14; the amplitudes were significantly lowered,
19.12±0.41 pA; rise time was similar to control while τdecay
was faster but not significantly different (in ms; half rise time
0.86±0.04; τdecay 2.6±0.15); mEPSC frequency was also not
different from control, 0.53±0.10Hz (supplementary figure
2.5A–F).

�Supplementary figure 2.3. Effect of transient glutamate reuptake inhibition (THA treatment) on AMPAR mEPSCs. (A)
THA treatment (150 μM) significantly reduces the mean AMPAR mEPSCs (recorded in presence of TTX, APV and
Picrotoxin, holding voltage −70 mV) in pyramidal neurons of hippocampal cultures under both treatment protocols; numbers
inside the bars indicate the number of events in each group from the number of neurons indicated inside the bars in E and F;
(B) sample raw traces of the recordings; the schema of the treatment protocol is shown above the current trace; (C) the rise
time is not significantly different in THA-treated neurons; (D) decay time for THA acute is significantly faster (D); inset,
overlayed traces of normalized average AMPAR mEPSCs in control and THA-treated neurons for the respective protocols
(black trace for control and gray for THA treated); (E) the frequency of AMPAR mEPSCs is significantly higher for THA
recovery neurons; (F) Rectification index of THA-treated and control neurons, (numbers inside the bars indicate the number
of neurons in each group), F inset) overlay of average mEPSCs in THA-treated neurons at −70 mV and +50 mV holding
voltages for the respective protocols (black trace for −70 mV and gray for +50 mV); (G) histogram of rectification indices of
neurons in (G(i)) control and THA acute and (G(ii)) control and THA recovery cultures, note the disjointed RI groups in THA
recovery (* significant at p<0.05 and ** significant at p<0.01 and ns (non-significant) at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test).



For THA (DIV 4)-treated cultures which were maintained
in presence of SB (THA+SB), following was observed- mean
RI was significantly lowered, 1.25±0.06; amplitudes were
significantly lowered, 23.54±0.89 pA; mEPSC kinetics were
slower but not significantly different from control (in ms; half

rise time 1.03±0.11; τ decay 4.21±0.49); mEPSC frequency was
also not significantly different from control, 0.43±0.10 Hz
(supplementary figure 2.6 A–F). Next, the transiently
THA-treated cultures were maintained in the presence of both
H-89 and SB (THA+H89+SB); we observed the following



changes- mean RI was significantly lowered, 1.34±0.06; am-
plitudes were significantly lowered, 19.79±0.35 pA; mEPSC
kinetics were faster but not significantly different from control

(in ms; half rise time 0.68±0.02; τ decay 2.45±0.15); mEPSC
frequency was also not different from control, 0.49±0.09 Hz
(supplementary figure 2.7A–F).

Supplementary figure 2.4. Effect of H89+SB treatment on AMPAR mEPSCs. (A) PKA and GSK-3β co-inhibition (2 μM
H-89+10 μM SB415286 (H89+SB)) significantly reduces the mean AMPAR mEPSCs (recorded in presence of TTX, APV
and Picrotoxin, holding voltage −70 mV) in pyramidal shaped hippocampal neurons; numbers inside the bars indicate the
number of events in each group recorded from the number of neurons indicated in E and F; (B) sample raw traces of the
recordings, (C) the rise time is not significantly different in H89+SB-treated neurons, (D) decay time is also not significantly
different (D); inset, overlayed traces of normalized average AMPAR mEPSCs in control (black trace) and H89+SB-treated
(grey trace) neurons; (E) the frequency is not significantly different for H89+SB-treated neurons; (F) rectification index of
H89+SB-treated and control neurons, (numbers inside the bars indicate the number of neurons in each group): (F(i)) overlay
of average mEPSCs in H89+SB-treated neurons at −70 mV and +50 mV holding voltages (black trace for −70 mV and gray
for +50 mV); (F(ii)) histogram of rectification indices of neurons in control and H89+SB-treated cultures (* significant at
p<0.05 and ** significant at p<0.01 and ns(non-significant) at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test).



Supplementary figure 2.5. Effect of THA+H89 treatment on AMPAR mEPSCs. (A) THA treatment along with H-89
treatment (THA+H89) significantly reduces the mean amplitude of AMPAR mEPSCs (recorded in presence of TTX, APV
and Picrotoxin, holding voltage −70 mV) in pyramidal shaped neurons of hippocampal cultures; numbers inside the bars
indicate the number of events in each group recorded from the number of neurons indicated in E and F, (B) sample raw traces
of the recordings, (C) the rise time is not significantly slower in THA+H89-treated neurons, (D) decay time is also not
significantly faster; inset, overlaid traces of normalized average AMPAR mEPSCs in control and THA+H89-treated neurons
(black trace for control and gray for SB treated); (E) the AMPAR mEPSC frequency is not significantly different for
THA+H89-treated neurons; (F) rectification index of THA+H89-treated and control neurons, (numbers inside the bars
indicate the number of neurons in each group): (F(i)) overlay of average mEPSCs in H89+SB-treated neurons at −70 mV
and +50 mV holding voltages (black trace for −70 mV and gray for +50 mV); (F(ii)) histogram of rectification indices of
neurons in control and THA+H89-treated cultures (* significant at p<0.05 and ** significant at p<0.01 and ns (non-
significant) at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test).



2.3.5. Extent of dendritic filtering and space clamp seen

The half rise time-τ decay plots showed a significant and
positive correlation in all the groups studied (supplementary
figure 2.8A). The slope values obtained from linear regres-
sion fits were also similar across the group (supplementary

figure 2.8A). The half rise time – amplitude plots however
showed some differences across the group (supplementary
figure 2.8B). The correlation was not significant for control,
lithium-treated and THA acute groups whereas it was signif-
icant for H89, SB and THA recovery groups. The r-values
were all positive. The r and slope values for the two plots

Supplementary figure 2.6. Effect of THA+SB treatment on AMPAR mEPSCs. (A) THA treatment along with SB treatment
(THA+SB) significantly reduces the mean amplitude of AMPAR mEPSCs (recorded in presence of TTX, APV and
Picrotoxin, holding voltage −70 mV) in pyramidal shaped neurons of hippocampal cultures; numbers inside the bars indicate
the number of events in each group recorded from the number of neurons indicated in F; (B) sample raw traces of the
recordings, (C) the rise time is not significantly different in THA+H89-treated neurons, (D) decay time is also not
significantly slower (D); inset, overlayed traces of normalized average AMPAR mEPSCs in control and THA+SB-treated
neurons (black trace for control and gray for SB treated); (E) the frequency is not significantly different for THA+SB-treated
neurons; (F) Rectification index of THA+SB-treated and control neurons, (numbers inside the bars indicate the number of
neurons in each group): (F(i)) overlay of average mEPSCs in THA+SB-treated neurons at −70 mV and +50 mV holding
voltages (black trace for −70 mV and gray for +50 mV); (F(ii)) histogram of rectification indices of neurons in control and



Supplementary figure 2.7. Effect of THA+H89+SB treatment on AMPAR mEPSCs. (A) THA treatment along with H-89
and SB treatment (THA+H89+SB) significantly reduces the mean amplitude of AMPAR mEPSCs (recorded in presence of
TTX, APV and Picrotoxin, holding voltage −70 mV) in pyramidal shaped neurons of hippocampal cultures; numbers inside
the bars indicate the number of events in each group, (B) sample raw traces of the recordings, (C) the rise time is not
significantly different in THA+H89+SB-treated neurons, (D) decay time is also not significantly faster (D); inset, overlayed
traces of normalized average AMPAR mEPSCs in control and THA+H89+SB-treated neurons (black trace for control and
gray for SB treated); (E) the frequency is not significantly different for THA+H89+SB-treated neurons; (F) Rectification
index of THA+H89+SB-treated and control neurons, (numbers inside the bars indicate the number of neurons in each group):
(F(i)) overlay of average mEPSCs in THA+H89+SB-treated neurons at −70 mV and +50 mV holding voltages (black trace
for −70 mV and gray for +50 mV); (F(ii)) histogram of rectification indices of neurons in control and THA+H89+SB-treated
cultures (* significant at p<0.05 and ** significant at p<0.01 and ns- non-significant at p>0.05 unpaired two-tailed t-test).



Supplementary figure 2.8. Extent of dendritic filtering and space clamp problems seen in all the treatment groups studied
here (for events recorded at −70 mV holding voltage). (A) Half rise time– τ decay plots revealed a significant positive
correlation with similar slope values obtained from linear fits of the pooled data in all the treatment groups, indicating that
there was similar dendritic filtering and space clamp problem across the groups; (B) the half rise time – amplitude plots also
showed a positive correlation r values, correlation was non-significant for control, lithium-treated and THA acute groups
where as significant for H89, SB and THA recovery groups (Pearson’s correlation significance at two-tailed p-values (p<0.05
was taken as significant(*); ns-non-significant); slope from linear regression fit).



were similar for all the double and triple inhibition groups
(supplementary figure 2.9A and B).

2.4. Discussion

2.4.1. Effect of inhibiting PKA, GSK-3β and glutamate re-
uptake transporters during synaptogenesis on AMPAR
mEPSCs

Synapses in mice lacking AC1- dependent mechanisms
(mostly PKA activity) usually get stuck in immature stage
with respect to AMPAR expression and show very low
amplitude AMPAR EPSCs (Lu et al. 2003). A developmen-
tal change in GluA2-lacking to GluA2-containing AMPARs
is seen in hippocampal neurons, which reflects as a change in
rectification property (Zhu et al. 2000). GluA2 subunit gives
Ca2+-impermeable property to the AMPAR because of the
Q/R editing that occurs at the pre-mRNA level (Shepherd
and Huganir 2007, Pellegrini-Giampietro et al. 1997). This
editing is carried out by ADAR2 is under the control of
CREB which in turn is controlled by PKA mediated phos-
phorylation (Peng et al. 2006; Fiol et al. 1994). A lowering
of AMPAR rectification index is therefore expected in PKA
inhibited neurons. However, in this study PKA inhibition
(H-89 treatment) did not lower the rectification index and
instead increased it. PKA inhibition however reduced
AMPAR mEPSC amplitude (supplementary figure 2.1).

The mechanism by which PKA inhibition affects AMPAR
mEPSC needs further study. PKA mediated CREB phos-
phorylation modulates NMDAR and PSD95 transcription.
NMDAR activation may serve as a switch for AMPAR
expression/insertion by modulating activities of CaMKII,
PP2 and PKA (Meier 2006). PKA mediated phosphorylation
brings about AMPAR insertion and stabilisation. PP2 medi-
ated dephosphorylation destabilizes AMPARs (Meier 2006).
AMPARs are sorted for degradation or reinsertion depend-
ing on their phosphorylation state (Ehlers 2000).

GSK-3β inhibition lead to significant changes in AMPAR
mEPSC with respect to control (supplementary figure 2.2).
This data indicates that active GSK-3β has a role in normal
AMPAR expression during development. However, during
synaptogenesis GSK-3β is known to be inhibited (downstream
of Wnt7a-Fzl signaling) (Lucas and Salinas 1997). Further
experiments are needed to understand the activation/
inhibition pattern of GSK-3β in developing neurons and the
effect on AMPAR expression. Acute GSK-3β inhibition
(10 min application of 10 μM SB21763) in mature cortical
cultures (DIV 16-20) brought down the amplitude of AMPAR
mEPSC (Wei et al. 2010). This was not observed under the
inhibition protocol used here. GSK-3β led to lowered mean RI
but the mean AMPAR mEPSC was not lowered.

Glutamate reuptake is an important step in glutamate
neurotransmission. It helps to end the postsynaptic current
by mopping up the glutamate; it also stops glutamate from

Supplementary figure 2.9. Extent of dendritic filtering and space clamp problems seen in all double and triple inhibition
experiments (for events recorded at −70 mV holding voltage). (A) Half rise time-τdecay plots revealed a significant positive
correlation with similar slope values obtained from linear fits of the pooled data in all the treatment groups, indicating that
there was similar dendritic filtering and space clamp problems across the groups; (B) The half rise time- amplitude plots also
showed a positive correlation r values, correlation was significant for all the treatment groups (Pearson’s correlation
significance at two-tailed p-values (p<0.05 was taken as significant(*); ns, non-significant); slope from linear regression fits).



spilling over to neighboring synapses or to extrasynaptic
locations (Tzingounis and Wadiche 2007). When activated,
mGluRs modulate glutamate receptor expression at the syn-
apses (Kelly et al. 2009; Brasnjo and Otis 2001). Glutamate
release from vesicles occurs very early in the synaptogenesis
process. mGluRs are also expressed early on in development
(Janssens and Lesage 2001). Role of glutamate in synapto-
genesis has not been studied in detail although its necessity
has been highlighted in hippocampal circuitry formation and
synapse formation (Mattson et al. 1988). This is the first time
the effect of glutamate reuptake inhibition on AMPAR
mEPSC has been studied. This study reveals an important
role for glutamate reuptake transporters in synaptogenesis.
Block during early stages, leads to lowered amplitude but
causes an increase in the frequency of mEPSC probably
indicating increase in number of synapses (supplementary
figure 2.3). At later stages, the block causes a change in
rectification property and amplitude but does not affect the
frequency.

Earlier studies looking at the effect of lithium treatment,
PKA inhibition, GSK-3β inhibition/β-cat on AMPAR ex-
pression do not comment on functional properties such as
rectification index of AMPARs (Lu et al. 2003; Du. et al.
2008, Wei et al. 2010). Results from electrophysiology
experiments in this study reveal that in addition to amplitude
and kinetics, the rectification property of AMPARs is also
affected. Combined electrophysiology and immunochemis-
try experiments done in immature and mature neurons would
be a better way of understanding the effects of enzyme
inhibitors on AMPAR expression and may give a better
understanding of the functional changes and the underlying
subunit changes brought about by the treatment. Rectifica-
tion is an important property of AMPARs as it gives insight
into the Ca2+-permeability of these receptors.

2.4.2. Need for double and triple inhibition experiments

Lithium could be inhibiting many molecules inside the neu-
ron. Therefore we performed co-inhibition experiments.
Double and triple inhibition experiments were tried out with
only 3 drugs (H-89, SB415286 and THA) because (a) results
for these from single inhibition experiments were present
(this study), comparison would be possible and (b) these
inhibitors were affecting some parameters in a way similar
to lithium; SB415286 treatment (SB) was giving a reduced
median RI but τ decay was slower and frequency was similar
to control. H-89 treatment was giving higher frequency
(although not statistically significant), slightly faster kinet-
ics, but mean RI was significantly higher. THA recovery
treatment showed no change in mean RI and kinetics but

significantly higher frequency while THA acute showed
lowering of mean RI. Therefore, the multiple inhibition
experiments were carried out and their effect on AMPAR
mEPSCs checked for (supplementary figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6,
2.7 and figure 7 and discussion in main text).
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